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2.45 GHz PASSIVE RFID TAG ANTENNA MOUNTING ON
VARIOUS PLATFORMS
ABUBEKt:I~A. Yl:SSl'F, 1'11[) RAFlQl:L ISLAM, SHEROZ KHAN, OTHMAN O. KHAUFA,
AHM MHIRl:L ALAM
Z5.0 INTRODUCTION
This chaptcr presents the design of Microwave RFID ug antenna. The lag ameDnaS are
designed using the electromagnetic simulation software called CST for a passive RHO tag
operaling in the Microwave frequency band. A microwave band ug antenna was designed
and simulated for 2.45GHz. A high gain (5.842dB), a good impedance matching with the
microchip (-30.0 dB Retum Loss) and a satisfactory read range performance (up to 5 m)
was obtained. One approach of designing RFlO ug is thai the lag should be less sensilive
to lhe various types of objects. The effects of obstacles on antenna's characterislics have
been investigated by placing the tag amenna against a meullic, rubber, glass and wood
surfaces. Simulation results show slighl variations which is within tolerance range.
RflO system composes of a tag, which is al1ached to an object and uses an antenna to
communicale with a reader. There are several possible anlenna t~s which can be used
for RflD lags. The dipole types of antennas such as folded dipoles and meandered dipoles
are used in many applications. However, when they arc mounted on the metallic objeels,
lite antenna perfonnanee b degraded because of me variation of antenna impedaoce [I].
The Microwave band RFlD system is a Jlllssive system where a tag does oot contain its
own power source. Therefore, the reader antenna sends a radio signal into the air to
activate the lag, then listens for a backSC311er from the tag by powering il first, and reads 10
ae<:cpt thc data transmitted by the tag. Passive tag antenna must be designed to transmil
maximum power to the microchip without possible losses. Hence, near penc<;1 impedance
matching is required between the tag antcnna and the microchip. Designing a passive tag
antenna matched with the complex microchip impedance is the most challenging factor in
Ihis work, since a microchip has its small resistance and large capacitive reactance. Also,
the impedance of an RFID tag aDtenna varies when it is mounted on different objects.
Particularly, m~lal1ie objecls strongly affcctthe antenna perfonnance by lowering the lag's
efficiency. Hence, lag antennas have to be designed to enable lags to be read near and on
metallic objects without perfonnance degradation. Ifl order to oblain slable antenna
penormance on various metallic plalfonns, minimizing the effect of the metallic
supporting object is an important work. In this chapter microwave tag antennas which arc
mountable on different object arc introduced and analyzed.
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